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This study describes the development of a new dynamic external fixation device for the
treatment of distal radial fractures. Fractures of the distal radius are commonly seen in
emergency departments and most often treated by means of closed reduction and
application of a plaster cast. Although this method of treatment is usually sufficient for
so-called stable fracture types the reduction is often not maintained in fractures with
intra-articular components and/or comminution. For these unstable fractures of the distal
radius several treatment options have been proposed in the past with external fixation
comprising one of the most frequently used methods.
One disadvantage of the use of external fixation on the wrist is the fact that with most of
the currently available devices the wrist is rigidly fixed without the possibility of
mobilisation. This might be a factor in the occurrence of prolonged pain and stiffness in
the wrist and later in the development of post-traumatic arthrosis. Reported incidences
of problems related to the immobilisation differ widely due to the length of follow-up,
criteria for definition and the fact that radiological signs of arthrosis do not necessarily
have to be accompanied by clinical symptoms. Recent long-term studies have shown
radiological signs of arthrosis in 59 to 91 percent of the patients, who were treated by
various methods.

Treatment consisting of anatomic reduction and internal fixation of intra-articular
fractures with early mobilisation of the adjacent joints has been widely advised for
many years. The circulation of synovial fluid by means of early motion of the joint has
been shown to have beneficial effects on the regeneration of articular cartilage as
compared to immobilisation. It is remarkable that in a fracture occurring so frequently,
it has up til now been so difficult to achieve early mobilisation, especially with intra-
articular fractures. This problem has resulted in the idea and subsequent development
of dynamic external fixators which have in common the presence of some sort of joint
in the fixator to allow motion at the wrist during treatment of the fracture. Several
devices have been developed since 1987, most often with one or more ball joints as the
articulating part. One dynamic fixator used a one-dimensional sliding mechanism with
its centre of rotation in the wrist. The development of the dynamic external fixators is
often based on studies which located the centre of rotation of the wrist in the proximal
part of the capitate bone. It can be argued that this is too much a simplification of the
complex wrist joint but for practical purposes it might be sufficient.

The problem leading to the present study was the fact that none of the available dynamic
external fixation devices allows motion around all three axes with the centre of rotation
of all these movements located in the wrist. A ball joint located in the fixator can only
correspond with the centre of rotation of the wrist during one type of movement (usually
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flexion-extension if mounted on the lateral side of the wrist). The purpose of the present
study was the development of a dynamic external fixation device which allows motion
in all three planes while the centre of rotation of all these movements was located in the
wrist instead of in the device. In a combined research project, clinically and
biomechanically oriented researchers have worked together on a solution to the problem.
This has resulted in the development of a sliding mechanism which meets all the above
mentioned criteria. This could be achieved by the use of a newly designed and patented
mechanism with spherical shells. With the fixator mounted properly, the centre of rotation
of the device, which is located 50 millimetres from the surface of the sliding mechanism,
corresponds with the centre of rotation of the wrist. The design of the sliding mechanism
has been patented.

The biomechanical properties of the new device, called Flexafix, have been tested in
comparison to a frequently used dynamic external fixator with a double ball joint as its
articulating part. The forces on the distal radius during movement of the hand, as
measured by the forces on a fixator pin, were about the same during flexion and extension.
During radio-ulnar deviation the fixator with ball joints showed a high pin load whereas
the Flexafix device showed no considerable pin load. An explanation for this is the fact
that with the ball joints, during radio-ulnar deviation the wrist is forced to rotate around
the ball joint, which is located approximately five centimetres away from the natural
centre of rotation of the wrist. Although its manufacturer advises to exercise flexion-
extension only, it is difficult for a patient to consciously restrict wrist motion to exactly
a single plane. Furthermore, the device has some play in the ball joints, allowing
movements in another plane. Due to its biomechanical construction, in the cadaver
model the newly designed Flexafix device displayed a relatively favourable load pattern,
thereby confirming the theoretical advantage.

Any dynamic external fixator which does not allow unconstrained movement of the
wrist will change the normal pattern of carpal movement, which could possibly result
in dislocation of fracture fragments if applied to a fractured distal radius. Therefore, a
second cadaver study was conducted in order to obtain more direct information about
the kinematic properties of the Flexafix device. Methods to study the motion of the
wrist that have been applied in the past used a sequential analysis of wrist motion to
describe a dynamic process. In the kinematic study described in this thesis, data acquired
from high-speed video images and three-dimensional reconstructions of CT-scans were
combined and reconstructed into a 3-dimensional visual animation of the actual motion
pattern. By calculating the range of motion and three carpal angles, a selection of possible
parameters was chosen to describe the kinematics of the wrist. The interpretation of
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motion data is complex and subject to confusion. Angles of carpal bones for example
can be described as an angle relative to a starting position or with respect to another
bone (as in this study).
The study was limited in several aspects: a relatively small number of specimens was
tested, the hand was moved passively (although the tendons were loaded) and a
comparison with other studies is difficult. The main goal however, was to test the
kinematic compatibility of the Flexafix device in an intact forearm using each wrist as
its own control. The study showed that between 40 degrees of flexion and 40 degrees of
extension no statistically significant changes in radiolunate, capitolunate or scapholunate
angles could be detected after application of the Flexafix device. The introduction of a
scapholunate ligament injury, which frequently accompanies intra-articular distal radial
fractures, influenced the carpal angles mostly during flexion. These altered kinematic
were not further deteriorated after application of the fixator. Since no reference data are
available as to which differences in kinematics are acceptable in order to benefit from
the early motion without impeding the reduction of the fracture fragments, more research
in needed on this subject.

After further development of the Flexafix device the properties were evaluated in a
clinical study. The functional and radiological results in the patients with mainly severe
fracture types were excellent or good in most patients and are certainly comparable to
those with rigid and other dynamic external fixators in the literature, although it is
difficult to compare the results of different studies using various criteria for evaluation
of the result. Considering that the clinical experience with the newly developed device
was limited, these results of treatment can be regarded as positive. The early mobilisation
of the unstable fractures was generally not followed by a loss of reduction, which may
be related to the sound biomechanical concept of the device. A good reduction of the
fracture at the time of operation and a correct positioning of the sliding mechanism
seem to be important factors determining the anatomical result. The positioning of the
device requires a good understanding of the kinematics of both the sliding mechanism
and the wrist.
The range of motion achieved with the dynamised fixator still on the wrist was close to
the range of motion needed to perform activities of daily living. Patients resumed their
activities with the dynamised fixator on the wrist and the subjective judgement of the
majority of the patients was enthusiastic. Although no special effort was made to quantify
the quality of life and the possibility to perform activities of daily living, the new device
made a very favourable impression. It seems an advantage that the patient is already on
the way regaining wrist mobility instead of having to start with a stiff wrist joint when
a rigid fixator is removed after six to eight weeks. The optimal moment for the
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dynamisation of the fixator is still subject to debate. Future studies and increasing
experience with dynamic external fixators will have to give an answer to this question.
Despite the early mobilisation some patients showed signs of reflex sympathetic
dystrophy but considering the relative small number of patients that was studied and the
fact that the criteria for the diagnosis of dystrophy were not defined clearly beforehand
no conclusions can be drawn from these data. It seems likely that part of the infective
complications observed in the study are due to the interaction between the soft tissues
and the proximal fixator pins during dynamisation. The aluminum construction of the
device proved sufficient but the fact that the present device is not radiolucent is a
disadvantage because the reduction of the fracture cannot be assessed clearly on the
late-ral image intensifier or X-ray views. This problem could possibly be solved by the
use of a carbon fibre construction but this may have consequences regarding the stiffness
and size of the device. To be able to show an advantage of dynamic external fixation
over static external fixation a prospective, randomised study with a long period of follow-
up would be necessary. Until then what we do have is a new device with favourable
biomechanical properties and the theoretical advantage of the possibility to allow early
mobilisation of the wrist during treatment of a severe distal radial fracture.


